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run

Verse
D
     Theres a saying some would say
F#
     Love will always find a way
D                          B   A
     I would say you never know

D
     If you love then come what may
F#
     But you gotta siese the day
D                               B   A
     Love can come but love can go

Bridge
           G             B            A
And if you do succeed in catching a butterfly
G                      B        A
  Dont ask why dont ask why
           G                            B
And if it blows up in your face and you feel out of place
G                                   A
  There is no choice, there is only one thing to do

Chorus
          D
You gotta run you gotta fly
          F#
You gotta shot into the sky
                D                               F#
Cause there is nothing in the world to hold you down

               D
And you gotta chrash You gotta burn
           F# 
You gotta live you gotta learn
           D                              A
You gotta dream You gotta do before you die
                D       B   A
Now stop asking why
D              B    A



Verse
D
     If love makes you insecure 
F#
      Then you really know its pure
D                             B  A
     Gotta set your feeling free

D
     And when you lose youself in love
F#
     Time can make you rise above
D                              B  A
     Just believe in what may be

Bridge
           G             B            A
And if you do succeed in catching a butterfly
G                      B        A
  Dont ask why dont ask why
           G                            B
And if it blows up in your face and you feel out of place
G                                   A
  There is no choice, there is only one thing to do

Chorus
          D
You gotta run you gotta fly
          F#
You gotta shot into the sky
                D                               F#
Cause there is nothing in the world to hold you down

               D
And you gotta chrash You gotta burn
           F# 
You gotta live you gotta learn
           D                              A
You gotta dream You gotta do before you die
                D       B   A
Now stop asking why
D              B    A


